Diebold Nixdorf Physical Security

Physical Security and
Facility Solutions
Convenience. Access. Protection. Since 1859.
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Introduction

Diebold Nixdorf’s solutions enhance your consumer’s financial experience and maintain a personal
touch at the drive-up and within your branch. Add convenience to the lives of your consumers
and efficiency to your operations while maintaining an appropriate level of security with Diebold
Nixdorf’s facility and barrier solutions.
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Facility Solutions
FACILITY VAT SYSTEMS

TRANSACTION DRAWER

Provides creative service solutions that lower operating costs,
reduce expenses, improve consumer service, and increase safety
for your consumers and employees.

Offers direct contact between a consumer and operator,
enhancing security and operator comfort. For enhanced security
and operator comfort, the electronic and manual transaction
drawers provide direct contact between consumer and operator.
Enable convenience for the consumer within the drive-up.

VAT 21GX - This overhead delivery pneumatic tube system is the
industry benchmark for durability, sophistication and reliability
with remote blowers for quiet operation and environmentally
friendly design.
Facility VAT Diverter - Allows a carrier to be delivered to one of
two pre-determined teller work stations with the push of a
button. Maximized teller efficiencies while supporting branch
transformation objectives. Designed to maximize teller
efficiencies.
VAT 23GX - This low maintenance overhead solution with integral
blower is ideal for refresh opportunities.
VAT 30GX - The latest merchant delivery solution for transporting
commercial deposits.

BULLET-RESISTIVE VISION WINDOWS
Drive-up windows are UL-tested, durable, bullet-resistive frames
and glass to increase security and safety within a facility available
in both standard and deluxe. Available in both UL Level 1 and 3.
LED TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAGE
Utilize the latest energy efficient lane signage (i.e. Open/Close,
ATM or Commercial)
REMOTETELLER™ SYSTEM (RTS)
High-throughput, low-cost, non-card-based approach to inbranch banking enabling consumer-friendly service from
a remote location.

VAT Tubing - Delivery mechanism for site specific routing of the
carrier from outside to inside

Remote Teller System takes the attributes of the drive-up
pneumatic banking and two way CCTV technology for the
consumer and moves the financial institution employee securely
inside the facility.

816 AUDIO™ SYSTEM

POINT-TO-POINT SYSTEM

Provides clear duplex communication between up to eight
operators and up to 16 consumers.

Deliver forms, transport documentation and other supplies
quickly and efficiently within the facility without interrupting
consumer service.

VAT 42 - Underground drive-up system.

Queuing - Helps reduce teller stress and increase efficiency by
identifying the order of consumer greetings and services.
CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION (CCTV) FOR VATS
Enhances the communication process between a consumer and
operator. When physical or line-of-site contact with the consumer
is not available, video records for consumer transactions are
required, or the institution wants to provide an on-screen
marketing message capability.
One-Way - Produces the operator a video picture of the
consumer, combined with two-way voice communication. This is
an excellent tool for the consumer’s identification prior to
completing a financial transaction.
Two-Way - Uses audio and video to allow the operators to
communicate with the consumers while both view one another.
Excellent tool that enables on-screen marketing messages.
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Dual-sided 2-way - Capacity to transport payloads of up to six
pounds up to 500 feet; loose 4.5” carrier utilizing dual-sided
access terminals with remote blowers for quiet operation.
Six-inch-round diameter - Capacity to transport payloads of up
to five pounds up to 1,000 feet; great for ATM cash replenishment.

Barrier Solutions
VAULT SYSTEMS
Ensure the highest levels of security by exceeding the Bank
Protection Act and Insurance Services Office standards.

BURGLARY AND FIRE-RESISTIVE SAFES
AND ACCESSORIES
We have a wide range of sizes and configurations to meet
specific needs.

Concrete Modular Vault - Maximize floor space with modular
vault panels that are lighter and thinner than site-poured
concrete walls.

B and C - Rated Security Chests - Superior quality and reliability
you can trust at an economical price.

Super-Strength Modular Vault - Lighter weight, stronger vault
wall maintaining a high degree of security.

B and C – Rated Depository Safes - Provide immediate deposits
and storage for cash, jewelry and miscellaneous valuables.

Safe Deposit Box Systems - Secure storage of valuables within
the security of a vault.

CashGard Depository Composite Safes - Safes combining
unique burglar-resistant features with flexible size and
configuration options.

Safe Deposit Box Locks – single or double nose - Provides
flexible security with UL-Listed double-nose key locks or optional
single-nose locks for self-service environments.
ELECTRONIC VAULT ATTENDANT (EVA) II
Provides self-service access into the safe deposit box area,
adding consumer convenience and branch efficiency without
compromising security while adding a layer of auditing and
box management.
SAFE DEPOSIT (SD) VERIFICATION
Safe Deposit (SD) Verification replaces the manual system with
user-friendly biometric recognition. Safe Deposit-box owners
choose how they gain access with fingerprint, facial recognition
or pin entry. The system verifies both the box owner and the
financial institution employee for enhanced security and audit
capabilities. Financial institutions can quickly, in real-time,
review and audit access from anywhere and improve operational
efficiency by no longer needing to manually review signature
cards at the individual branches.
VAULT DOORS
Meet the need for secure, convenient, full-featured performance
in UL-Listed Class I and II doors.
DN Vault Door - Excellent security in a modular vault system or
poured onsite vault. UL Class M, Class 1, or Class 2 rated doors
provide protection against burglaries; enables the safekeeping of
valuables and documents.

MasterGard Elite Composite Safes - Defense against theft and
fire; features flexible size and configuration options.
Safe Interiors - In a variety of size and configurations, safe locker
systems provide superior protection and are available in a variety
of depth dimensions and capacities.
LOCK AND KEY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Ensure protection for all assets secured within your facility with
a variety of functions such as UL-Listed, dual control, auditing
capabilities and multiple unique user codes.
VeraPass® - Complete electronic locking key management system
Mechanical Locks - Mechanical lock access into safe
Electronic Locks - Digital keypad access into safe
OptiGard® - Allow IP control and audit access to safes to prevent
burglaries and internal theft
SMART DEPOSIT SAFE
The Smart Deposit Safe is an intelligent-deposit safe designed
to manage large volumes of cash quickly and correctly, so you
can mitigate the costs and risks associated with handling cash.
AFTER-HOUR DEPOSITORIES (AHD)
Extend availability for consumers while offering secure retrieval
systems for convenient remote deposit capabilities.
SECUROMATIC®

VAULT LOCKER SYSTEMS
Teller lockers are designed for storage of cash trays and other
valuables in a variety of sizes or configurations.
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Available in manual or electric operation models, the
Securomatic® Depository can be customized with a variety
of alarm packages, safe sizes.

Teller Stations

ACCENT FURNITURE SOLUTIONS

UNDERCOUNTER

Custom, modern, flexible designs with innovative features
allowing facilities to promote a brand and image.

Efficient, expandable and secure, our metal under-counter bank
teller equipment is suitable for both financial and commercial
applications. Engineered to high quality standards with modular
flexibility to meet teller everyday needs.

BANDIT BARRIER
Custom bullet-resistive rated glass for a physical security robbery
deterrent while protecting the tellers in the branch.

To learn more, visit DieboldNixdorf.com.
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